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ABSTRACT: Many health care quality regulators, including officials of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services and other agencies, have embraced systems reform—largely through mandates that require health care providers to implement Quality Assessment and Performance Improvement (QAPI) initiatives. Currently, however, no QAPI requirements stipulate that individual plans or providers measure racial and ethnic disparities. Performance measurements that do not track data by race and ethnicity, the author says, not only miss inequities but are likely to overlook promising techniques for reaching patients of particular racial and ethnic backgrounds. Incorporating equity measures into existing QAPI requirements, the report finds, would not require statutory amendment or new federal regulations. This report provides a template for developing new administrative policies to mandate equity QAPIs and use financial incentives to encourage their adoption.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

While Medicaid and Medicare have expanded access to health care for poor and minority Americans, these programs have yet to fully address the relatively low quality of care that many receive. Even when minority Americans have similar access to care as others do—utilizing the same health insurance or institutions of care or managed care plans—they often receive significantly fewer services and poorer quality care.

Some of the disparities in health care result from individual provider and patient behavior: prejudice, stereotyping, poor communication, or uncertainty in decision-making. Others are attributable to institutional policies and structures. Whatever the causes, racial disparities in health care call for quality improvement initiatives. In that spirit, this report proposes the pursuit of “systems reform”—the redesign of the underlying systems of care themselves in order to better serve all patients.

Health care quality regulators, such as the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) and other agencies, have embraced systems reform, largely through mandates that require health care providers to implement Quality Assessment and Performance Improvement (QAPI) initiatives. In these two-part programs, “quality assessment” involves the use of scientifically validated indicators of care, such as vaccination rates, preventive screenings, and medication rates, to measure quality of care. “Performance improvement” refers to the programs’ data-driven interventions that aim to quantifiably adjust those indicators for the better.

Systems reform is a monumental shift from old-style quality oversight, which focused on the negative and blamed individuals for errors. Instead, this new approach is non-punitive, forward-looking, and positive. Acknowledging that “to err is human,” systems reform envisions quality improvement as an organizational responsibility. Its proponents believe that more can be accomplished by raising the mean performance of all caregivers than by merely eliminating the worst-performing caregivers. Furthermore, these proponents assert that quality improvement is an ongoing process of evaluation, design adjustment, reevaluation, and further adjustment, as needed. The aim is not just to reduce errors, but to deliver ever better care.

A systems reform approach to reducing racial and ethnic disparities requires performance data that stratify quality-of-care indicators according to patient race and ethnicity. However, such information does not currently exist. No government agency or
private accreditation body requires it. And while a few providers have begun to report equity measures voluntarily, most do not.

Performance data stratified by race and ethnicity could provide valuable information about the extent and impact of health care disparities. Moreover, this information could indicate which system designs, training modules, and protocols reduce racial and ethnic disparities and which ones fail to do so. Public reporting of equity performance measures would hold providers and institutions accountable to the communities they serve and to those they should be serving.

Yet, even though QAPI requirements for systems reform are becoming widespread, none of them obliges individual health care plans or providers to measure racial and ethnic disparities in the care they provide. Nor do these mandates require the implementation of quality improvement projects directed specifically at reducing or eliminating treatment inequities.

Incorporating equity measures into existing QAPI requirements does not require legislative action, although a congressional mandate would send a strong message about eliminating racial and ethnic disparities in medical care. For Medicaid and Medicare managed care, CMS and the states already have the necessary regulatory authority—they simply need to issue policy mandating equity QAPIs. For hospitals, CMS could use financial incentives, similar to what it has done with hospital reporting of overall performance, to encourage voluntary equity QAPIs. Finally, private accreditation bodies could take the lead in mandating equity QAPIs as part of their voluntary accreditation process.

Existing law, along with modified federal and state agency policies, offers the means to address inequities in health care. QAPI equity performance measures in particular can assess racial disparities in quality of care and help redress them through systems reform initiatives.
EQUITY MEASURES AND SYSTEMS REFORM AS TOOLS FOR REDUCING RACIAL AND ETHNIC DISPARITIES IN HEALTH CARE

INTRODUCTION

With his deep ebony skin, six-foot-three-inch frame, baritone voice, and enormous hands, Mr. North is treated differently than are my white, middle-class patients. The echocardiography lab sent him home for being 10 minutes late, having had to stop every block to rest on that particularly windy day. The pharmacy refused to refill his insulin syringes without a written prescription, even though he had been getting them for the past two years. When I send him to new consultants, I call ahead and tell them how smart Mr. North is, how compliant [he is] with every aspect of his treatment, and how much he knows about his condition and medications. I want them to see my patient as I see him now, not as I saw him the first time we met. He needs that chance to get the medical care he requires and deserves.—Neil S. Calman

Race does matter. Mr. North and other minority patients typically do not get the care they require and deserve. Studies show that minorities receive fewer surgical procedures, diagnostic tests, medical services and less optimal technological interventions than do their white peers. For almost every major medical condition, blacks’ survival rates are considerably lower than those of whites.

While Medicaid and Medicare have expanded access to health care for poor and minority Americans, these programs have yet to fully address the relatively low quality of care that racial and ethnic minorities—particularly, poor minorities—receive compared with whites. Even when minority Americans have similar access to care—utilizing the same health insurance, institutions of care, or managed care plans—they receive significantly fewer services and poorer quality care.

An array of factors contributes to this gap. Certainly, historic patterns of legalized segregation and discrimination play a part and individual provider behavior may be subconsciously influenced by stereotyping, poor communication, and uncertainty in decision-making. In some cases, minority patients may refuse recommended treatments because of distrust and misunderstanding of white caregivers. Institutional policies and structures, such as the lack of interpreter services or minority caregivers, can also play a role. Whatever the causes, racial disparities in health care call for quality improvement initiatives.

The Institute of Medicine (IOM) and other organizations have recommended a variety of quality improvement strategies to reduce racial and ethnic health care disparities. These approaches include cultural competency initiatives, evidence-based clinical
guidelines, financial incentives, provision of interpreter services, the involvement of community health workers and the use of multidisciplinary teams, and report cards indexed by patient race and ethnicity. Such quality improvement techniques can be helpful in redressing racial and ethnic disparities, but only if they are appropriately designed and implemented. In that spirit, this report proposes regulators pursue a “systems reform” approach, focusing on redesigning the underlying institutions to achieve higher quality of care for all patients, but particularly targeting the reduction of racial and ethnic disparities.

Quality regulators, including officials of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), have embraced systems reform—largely through mandates that require health care providers to implement Quality Assessment and Performance Improvement (QAPI) initiatives. In these two-part programs, “quality assessment” involves the use of scientifically validated indicators of care, such as vaccination rates, preventive screenings, and medication rates, to measure quality of care. “Performance improvement,” meanwhile, refers to the programs’ data-driven interventions that aim to quantifiably improve these indicators. The private National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA) was one of the first organizations to impose QAPI requirements as part of its voluntary accreditation process for managed care organizations. Now, the federal government has mandated that managed care plans, hospitals, and others must implement QAPI programs if they wish to receive Medicare and Medicaid payments.

Yet, even though QAPI requirements are now widespread, none requires health plans or providers to measure racial and ethnic disparities in the care they provide. Performance measurements that fail to track data by race and ethnicity not only miss inequities but are likely to overlook promising techniques for reaching patients of particular racial or ethnic backgrounds. Moreover, race-blind performance improvement initiatives may inadvertently exacerbate disparities. Future QAPI mandates should therefore be augmented accordingly.

**USING SYSTEMS REFORM TO REDUCE INEQUITIES**

Health care has safety and quality problems because it relies on outmoded systems of work. Poor designs set the workforce up to fail, regardless of how hard they try. If we want safer, higher-quality care, we will need to have redesigned systems of care.—*IOM Committee on Quality of Health Care in America*

In a monumental shift from old-style quality oversight, which focused on blaming individuals for errors, systems reform is a non-punitive, forward-looking approach to quality oversight. With the acknowledgment that “to err is human,” it envisions quality
improvement as an organizational responsibility.\textsuperscript{10} Advocates argue that more can be accomplished by raising the mean performance of all caregivers than by merely eliminating the worst performers.\textsuperscript{11} Quality improvement is seen as an ongoing process of evaluation, design adjustment, reevaluation, and further adjustment.\textsuperscript{12} The aim is not just to reduce errors but to deliver ever better care.

Systems reform was first adopted by the anesthesiology community and is credited with dramatically increasing surgical patients’ safety.\textsuperscript{13} By 1994, its practice had spread widely, with over three-quarters of hospitals reporting the incorporation of this approach into their quality assurance and risk management programs.\textsuperscript{14} In 1999, the IOM Committee on Quality of Health Care in America strongly endorsed systems reform as part of its initiative to improve quality of care by reducing medical error.\textsuperscript{15} In 2002, another IOM group, the Committee on Assessing the System for Protecting Human Research Participants, recommended systems reform to protect the health and safety of people acting as subjects in research.\textsuperscript{16}

While systems reform has great appeal for a variety of health care quality improvement purposes, it offers particular promise for reducing racial and ethnic disparities because it offers an alternative—and complementary—approach to civil rights remedies. Historically, civil rights law—specifically, Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act—has provided the legal framework for redressing racial and ethnic disparities in health care, but civil rights litigation focuses on identifying blame. Plaintiffs in civil rights cases must prove that a health care provider either intentionally discriminated or used policies, practices, or procedures that had a statistically significant, adverse impact on minority patients.\textsuperscript{17} But disparity issues are complex and may be deeply embedded in providers’ actions and patients’ decisions, as well as in institutional policies and practices. Given this genesis, many disparities are unlikely to be suitable to the approach required by civil rights laws. The adoption of systems reform, which moves disparity-reduction efforts from the civil rights arena into the world of health care quality regulation, may ease this limitation.

Implementing this kind of approach, however, requires performance data that stratify quality-of-care indicators according to patient race and ethnicity, and such data are generally not available. No government agency or private accreditation body requires this information.\textsuperscript{18} And while a few providers have begun to report equity measures voluntarily, most institutions do not.\textsuperscript{19}

Equity performance data stratified by race and ethnicity could provide valuable information about the extent and impact of health care disparities. This information, when
combined with targeted performance improvement projects, can also indicate which system
designs, training, and protocols reduce racial and ethnic disparities and which ones fail to do so. Public reporting of equity performance measures would hold providers and institutions accountable to the communities they serve and to those they should be serving.

In a demonstration project involving 13 Medicaid managed care entities in six
states, the plans stratified their Health Plan Employer and Data Information Set (HEDIS)
performance measures by race and ethnicity and used this information to design a variety
of systems reform interventions—including patient and provider education, reminder
systems, and disease management—for reducing racial and ethnic disparities. The initial
data from these interventions are currently being compiled and released, but the
preliminary results were so encouraging that Michigan, one of the states participating in
the project, has already expanded the effort to all of its Medicaid managed care entities.

SYSTEMS REFORM MANDATES: QUALITY ASSESSMENT AND
PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT (QAPI) REGULATIONS
The legal mechanism for fostering systems reform quality initiatives are QAPI mandates.
These public and private initiatives demand performance measurement and targeted, data-
driven, system reforms interventions.

In the private sector, for example, NCQA initiated the use of QAPI requirements
as part of its voluntary accreditation process for HMOs. The Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) is similarly moving, albeit slowly, to
incorporate QAPIs into its accreditation survey process. And the federal government, as
the purchaser of health care for Medicare and Medicaid, is imposing a variety of QAPI
requirements on providers who wish to participate in these programs.

QAPI efforts are now mandated as a condition of participation in Medicare
Advantage plans and Medicaid managed care plans. These mandates also apply to
hospitals, rural health clinics, federally qualified health clinics, and religious,
nonmedical health care institutions that accept Medicaid or Medicare. Some of these
new federal QAPI requirements are prompted by specific statutory language; others are the
result of administrative rulemaking by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
(DHHS) pursuant to more general statutory authority.

All QAPI mandates have two components: quality assessment and performance
improvement. The quality assessment portion requires health care institutions to measure
clinically validated quality of care indicators such as health screenings, diagnostic tests, and
medication rates. The performance improvement component aims to improve performance measures via specific, targeted interventions. Although the details of various public and private QAPI mandates vary, they typically define the performance measurements that must be collected, set goals for performance improvement projects, and specify reporting of both the measurement and improvement activities.

Managed care QAPI requirements tend to rely on performance measures drawn from HEDIS and the Consumer Assessment of Health Plans Survey (CAHPS), a patient satisfaction questionnaire. Both measurement tools were developed by NCQA and are used by the organization for private plan accreditation and by CMS for Medicare Advantage plans. For Medicaid managed care, each state identifies its own standardized performance measures: some states use HEDIS measures, while others use HEDIS measures with state-specific modifications or internally developed performance measures. All plans are required to report performance measurements and the results of improvement initiatives to the appropriate body—NCQA, CMS, or the state Medicaid agency—which then makes the information available to the public.

As for hospitals, federal regulations require institutions that accept Medicare or Medicaid payments to “measure, analyze, and track quality indicators” that “assess processes of care, hospital service, and operations” and to conduct regular performance improvement projects and “show measurable improvement in indicators for which there is evidence that [they] will improve health outcomes and identify and reduce medical errors.” Because clinically validated, generally accepted hospital performance measures are just emerging, the hospital QAPI does not require reporting of standardized performance data. Instead, CMS encourages voluntary reporting of 10 performance measures by offering a 0.4 percent Medicare payment enhancement to hospitals that do.

These QAPI mandates seek to improve quality through two avenues. First, performance reporting allows purchasers and the public to judge quality. Second, the requirement of specific performance improvement activities forces health care providers to design, implement, and evaluate systems reform initiatives aimed at improving performance measures.

QAPI mandates can thus enhance effectiveness and patient satisfaction. Studies consistently show that managed care plans that publicly report their HEDIS performance data perform better on the indicators of care than plans that do not report. Moreover, successful performance improvement projects abound (both for managed care entities and hospitals); reports document specific interventions that improve measures of effectiveness and patient-centered care.
These mandates also offer the possibility of using financial incentives to achieve particular performance goals. The Premier Hospital Quality Incentive Demonstration, for instance, awards Medicare bonus payments of 1 percent and 2 percent to hospitals that score in the top 20th and 10th percentiles, respectively, on a voluntary report of 34 quality performance indicators. In Rhode Island, Medicaid managed care plans can get enhanced capitation rates by meeting, or making progress toward, 21 specific performance goals that relate to plan administration, access to care, and clinical measures.

Regrettably, none of the QAPI mandates requires health care providers to measure, report, or engage in systems reform efforts explicitly designed to reduce racial and ethnic health care disparities and improve health care equity. Thus, providers generally do not measure performance in terms of equity indicators—race, ethnicity, class, source of insurance, age, or gender—or engage in performance improvement projects aimed at reducing racial and ethnic health care inequities. Similarly, neither HEDIS, CAHPS, nor the voluntary hospital-reporting measures are stratified by race, ethnicity, or socioeconomic class, and no other racial and ethnic performance data are routinely collected by accreditation bodies or federal or state regulators.

Without such equity indicators, QAPI performance measurements are likely to obscure racial and ethnic disparities and confuse the role of socioeconomic status. A health plan or hospital may report excellent overall performance figures even though its performance among particular races and population groups is relatively poor. For example, in a recent study (funded by DHHS’s Health Resources and Services Administration) of physicians’ treatment of lower-back pain in the workers’ compensation system, researchers found that although treatment seemed to correlate with physicians’ assessment of overall clinical conditions, the data hid significant race-based disparities. These disparities could only be detected when the data were stratified by race.

Additionally, without equity performance measures from individual providers, it is impossible to determine what portion of national and regional treatment disparities are attributable to specific hospitals and managed care plans that have overall poor performance and high enrollments of minority patients.

And finally, without equity performance measurements, performance improvement efforts are likely to overlook systems interventions that have a race-specific benefit. Consider a recent RAND-funded study that analyzed a quality improvement intervention to treat depression. It did little to improve outcomes among whites, but resulted in a dramatic 10 to 20 percent improvement among African Americans and...
Hispanics. If the study had not taken equity performance measures into account, this differential impact would have been missed and a promising intervention discarded.

In 2000, Congress attempted to incorporate racial and ethnic equity concerns into the QAPI mandates for Medicare+Choice (now called Medicare Advantage). But while the resulting Medicare Benefits Improvement and Protection Act (BIPA) amended the Social Security Act to require that these QAPI programs “include a separate focus on racial and ethnic minorities,” CMS did not add specific equity reporting or performance improvement requirements to the Medicare+Choice QAPI regulations. Instead, the agency merely tacked the statutory language onto the end of the Medicare+Choice QAPI regulations and did little to implement BIPA’s equity mandate—which in any case was repealed by the Medicare Modernization Act of 2003.

CMS took only one specific action to implement BIPA’s statutory mandate: in 2003, Medicare+Choice plans were required to develop a performance improvement project designed either to increase access to culturally and linguistically appropriate services (CLAS) or to decrease racial and ethnic disparities for diabetes, pneumonia, congestive heart failure, or mammography. CMS provided technical support to plans opting for CLAS initiatives, but provided no technical assistance for disparities projects. It is unclear how many Medicare+Choice plans opted to measure racial disparities and implement a performance improvement project.

Meanwhile, from 2002 until the repeal of BIPA’s statutory mandate, CMS took no further steps to incorporate race and ethnicity equity measures into ongoing QAPI programs or to require other equity-focused performance initiatives. The first data on the 2003 projects are due in 2005, but it is unclear—given the repeal of BIPA’s “separate focus” language—whether any data will be forthcoming.

**BRINGING EQUITY MEASURES INTO QAPI REQUIREMENTS**

QAPI mandates should require racial and ethnic performance measures, along with performance improvement initiatives specifically designed to reduce disparities and increase the quality of care for minority patients. This objective need not involve draconian action, however. Incorporating equity measures into QAPI requirements is consistent with existing statutory and regulatory authority, and it is administratively and economically feasible as well.

Hospital and managed care entities already have QAPI infrastructures in place, as well as data about patient race and ethnicity. Seventy-eight percent of hospitals report that
they already collect race and ethnicity information from patients, and studies show that Medicaid and commercial managed care plans can incorporate equity measures into their HEDIS and CAHPS databases. Aetna, for example, has stratified its HEDIS and CAHPS data by race and ethnicity since 1999, and Medicare Advantage plans could do so by tapping their monthly membership reports. More generally, a growing body of literature explains how best to capture race and ethnicity data that are accurate and responsive to local community needs.

Adding equity QAPI requirements will result in incremental costs but not substantial financial outlays. The Michigan Medicaid managed care demonstration project found that initiating equity QAPI programs required only relatively minor financial cost that did not deter progress. Aetna, Prudential, and UnitedHealth Group have already undertaken equity PI initiatives, and 22 percent of hospitals report that they are now incorporating some equity measures into their internal QAPI programs.

**Congressional Action**

A policy agenda promoting equity QAPI mandates does not require statutory changes to federal law. CMS, state Medicaid agencies, and private accreditation bodies all have sufficient authority to mandate racial and ethnic performance measures and performance improvement initiatives. Progress, however, has been slow, and there has been a lack of leadership at the federal level.

Congress could send an unequivocal message by amending the Social Security Act to require equity QAPIs for Medicare Advantage plans, Medicaid managed care, and hospitals that accept Medicaid and Medicare payments. This kind of forceful action, while not strictly necessary, would jumpstart equity QAPIs.

Alternatively, Congress could employ financial incentives, similar to those used for hospital performance reporting, to encourage the use of equity QAPIs. For example, lawmakers could authorize a Medicare or Medicaid reimbursement bonus to providers who voluntarily report equity measures and undertake equity performance projects.

To amend the various sections of the Social Security Act mandating QAPI program, Congress should add the following provisions:

- Performance data must be stratified by race, ethnicity, primary language and socioeconomic class, course of insurance, gender, and other relevant personal characteristics.
• Performance improvement projects must address racial and ethnic disparities in care.

States: Medicaid Managed Care Contracts
States currently have sufficient authority to require Medicaid managed care plans to establish QAPIs aimed at achieving racial and ethnic equity. Federal regulations require that states specify Medicaid managed care performance measures and review the results of performance improvement projects.57

State need not wait for federal action. To mandate equity QAPIs for Medicaid managed care plans, states should include the following language in their Medicaid managed care contracts:

• Performance data, as specified in this contract, must be stratified by race, ethnicity, primary language, income status, gender, and age.
• At least one performance improvement project conducted each year must address racial and ethnic disparities in health care.

CMS: Medicaid Managed Care
Existing federal regulations give CMS sufficient authority to force states to act. The Medicaid managed care QAPI regulations state that CMS “may specify performance measures and topics for performance-improvement projects.”58

All CMS need do, therefore, is issue policy guidance to state Medicaid directors requiring the following:

• Standardized performance data must be stratified by race, ethnicity, primary language, socioeconomic class, gender, and age.
• At least one performance improvement project conducted each year must address racial and ethnic disparities in health care.

CMS: Medicare Advantage Plans
The Medicare Advantage QAPI regulations provide that plans must measure performance “using measurement tools required by CMS.”59 The Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and Modernization Act of 2003 (MMA) specifically limits CMS's collection of quality, outcome, and satisfaction information to the “types of data that were collected by the Secretary as of November 1, 2003” and allows CMS to alter this data collection
only after consulting with plans and accreditation bodies and submitting a report to Congress. However, CMS interprets the MMA as allowing it to use current HEDIS and CAHPS measurement systems and to “add, delete, or modify measures” within these systems. Thus, CMS’s interpretation of the MMA allows the agency sufficient authority to require Medicare Advantage plans to submit HEDIS and CAHPS measures stratified by race and ethnicity.

To mandate equity QAPIs, CMS should revise the QAPI provisions of its Medicare Managed Care Manual to include the following requirements:

- Performance data must be stratified by race, ethnicity, primary language and socioeconomic status, source of insurance, gender, and other relevant personal characteristics.
- Performance improvement projects must address racial and ethnic disparities in health care.

**CMS: Hospitals Participating in Medicare and Medicaid**

While CMS has sufficient statutory authority to require Medicare and Medicaid participating hospitals to track equity measures and implement equity performance improvement projects, the present federal regulations do not give CMS authority to mandate equity QAPIs. Hospital QAPI regulations require that hospital-based programs be data-driven and focus on indicators related to decreasing medical errors, increasing patient safety, and improving health outcomes. Details about the data sets and the performance improvement priorities are left to the discretion of individual hospitals.

In 2003, when CMS promoted the current QAPI regulations, the agency deliberately did not grant itself regulatory authority to specify QAPI performance measurements for hospitals. At that time, a number of collaborative projects were under way to develop standardized hospital reporting measures, and CMS concluded it was inappropriate to either specify performance measures or give the agency authority to issue standardized measurements without an opportunity for public input. CMS specifically left to future regulatory rulemaking agency authority to specify performance reporting or improvement projects.

Since that time and pursuant to specific provisions of the MMA, CMS has implemented financial incentives for voluntary hospital reporting of a standardized set of 10 performance measures developed by a private–public collaborative. In addition, CMS has initiated the Premier Hospital Quality Incentive Demonstration, another voluntary
program that offers financial rewards to top-performing hospitals, as well as poorly performing hospitals that show improvement on 34 measurements.

Although CMS does not now have the regulatory authority to mandate equity QAPIS, a policy agenda for hospital equity QAPIS could piggyback onto CMS's two voluntary performance reporting initiatives. CMS could initiate equity reporting by requiring that all voluntarily reported hospital performance data be stratified by race, ethnicity, primary language, source of insurance, and socioeconomic status, as well as gender and age.

Accreditation Bodies
Finally, private accreditation bodies—particularly the NCQA, which helped initiate QAPIS—could mandate equity QAPIS as part of their accreditation processes. Such private policy initiatives would help build the consensus needed to move government initiatives along.

Existing law, along with modified agency policies, offers the means to address inequities in health care. QAPI equity performance measures in particular can assess racial disparities in quality of care and help redress them through systems reform initiatives.
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